Learning and Creative Services—Courseware Subscription

Strapped for Resources to Create Unique, Engaging Content at Scale?

GET ONGOING EXPERT SUPPORT TO BUILD CONTENT THAT WOWS LEARNERS

Great courses deliver an engaging learning experience to all learners from start to finish, yet not all organizations have the in-house time or resources to create captivating content that keeps learners excited. Leverage our team’s expertise to design and develop appealing, interactive, and accessible courses faster to help elevate learner engagement and success.

Build even better learning experiences. D2L experts can help enable your teams with knowledge, tools, and templates and create courses that help improve learner engagement.

Get the support you need based on your unique goals. Whether your team wants to build a course, launch a program, or bring in additional expertise, we have you covered.

Improve the usability of course homepages with immersive learning tools like custom widgets, branded badges, gamification and more to build an interactive learning environment.

Shape a consistent learning experience. Adopt an asynchronous approach with bite-sized content to suit your learners’ needs and use HTML templates to make courses accessible and responsive for learners.

“Much of our content is very technical, so it can be heavy going for learners. D2L made it much more interactive, more appealing and more professional-looking. It was a super-positive experience working with D2L’s Learning and Creative Services team.”

Sophie Webber, Head of Training and Events, Grain and Feed Trade Association (Gafta)